The award, established in 2008, “recognizes individuals who have distinguished themselves through significant and exceptional service to the University. Recipients should demonstrate a history of prominence through philanthropic service to the University, the world, or humanity during their affiliation and loyalty to the University. Overall, the recipient must have made a profound, positive, and lasting impact upon the mission of the University.”

Remarks from Case Western Reserve University President Barbara R. Snyder:

Through grant-making that advances the health and well-being of the Greater Cleveland community, the Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation and its President Mitchell Balk, have honored the legacy of an institution known for medical excellence throughout the 20th century.

Like its predecessor, Mt. Sinai Medical Center, the Foundation has played a pivotal role in advancing education, research and care. For more than two decades, President Mitchell Balk and a visionary board of directors have supported outreach and innovation that makes a meaningful difference for our community—as well as others around the world.

The Foundation began in the mid-1990s as a way to continue Mt. Sinai’s mission after the sale of its health care system to an outside entity. Over the years, the health care foundation has supported health education and intervention programs in area schools and organizations, health policy research and advocacy, and services such as senior transportation and patient care. In recent years, the Mt. Sinai Foundation provided invaluable support to create the Mt. Sinai Scholars program, which provides funding for some of the medical school’s most promising young faculty.

In 2012, Mt. Sinai made the largest commitment in its history with a $10 million award to support a new medical education building. That gift, announced jointly with the Cleveland Foundation, which also awarded $10 million to the effort, ultimately helped catalyze what has become the Health Education Campus project with Cleveland Clinic.

In 2016, the Foundation committed $1.2 million to MetroHealth Medical Center to support bringing the Nurse-Family Partnership to Cleveland for the first time. The partnership is a national program that provides visiting nurses to first-time mothers during pregnancy and the first two years of their children’s lives. Rigorous research evaluations have shown that the effort significantly reduces infant mortality, children’s emergency room visits, and behavioral or intellectual problems by age six.

The roots of the original Mt. Sinai hospital date back to the early 1900s, when a Jewish women’s organization purchased a home on Cleveland’s East Side and converted it into a small medical facility. From the very start, the institution’s mission included care for those in need, as well as for patients of any faith. Its physicians also were known for ingenuity; Dr. Myron Metzenbaum, for example, received his undergraduate and medical degrees on this campus and then, as a surgeon at Mt. Sinai, invented a special scissors that was ideal for delicate work that became ubiquitous in operating rooms and continues to bear his name.

Another physician, Dr. Benjamin Kline, performed such pioneering work in identifying diseases based on their presentation on glass slides that he won a national award for his contributions to pathology. In addition, Dr. Harry Goldblatt drew international acclaim for his work in advancing medicine’s understanding of high blood pressure.

2017 CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR VISIONARY ACHIEVEMENT PRESENTED AT SPRING COMMENCEMENT AND CONVOCATION CEREMONIES

Past Recipients of the President’s Award for Visionary Achievement

- The Fowler Family | 2016
- The Kent & Thelma Smith Foundation | 2015
- Cleveland Foundation | 2014
- Jane Baker Nord | 2013
- Norma Lerner | 2012
- Tinkham Veale II | 2011
- Milton and Tamar Maltz | 2010
- Iris S. Wolstein | 2009
- Peter B. Lewis | 2008

CWRU President Barbara R. Snyder (Right), presents the President’s Award for Visionary Achievement to Mt. Sinai Board Chair Susan Ratner and President Mitchell Balk during the University’s Commencement exercises Sunday, May 21, in the Veale Convocation, Recreation and Athletic Center.
FOUR NEW DIRECTORS WERE APPOINTED TO THE FOUNDATION’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT ITS JUNE 15, 2017, ANNUAL MEETING

Two individuals, Morton S. Frankel and Larry Pollock, completed the maximum nine years of Board service and were recognized for their leadership. In addition, the following individuals were elected or re-elected officers for a one-year term: Susan Ratner, chair, Dan A. Polster and Jeffrey L. Ponsky, MD, vice-chairs, Randall J. Korach, treasurer, and Julie Adler Raskind, secretary.

Tom Adler | A returning Mt. Sinai Director, Tom is a respected leader in the civic and business communities. After a successful early career in commercial real estate, he co-founded Cleveland Real Estate Partners in 1991. Tom currently serves in a pro-bono senior advisory position at PlayhouseSquare Real Estate Services, which he helped form to manage the real estate assets of PlayhouseSquare Foundation. He served as National President of the Society of Industrial and Office Realtors. He also served in leadership positions with the Urban Land Institute.

Tom is past chairman of PlayhouseSquare Foundation and currently co-chairs its 90th Anniversary Capital Campaign. Previously he co-chaired the $27 million capital campaign for Idea Center, a partnership between PlayhouseSquare Foundation and IdeaStream. He served as Chairman of the Downtown Cleveland Partnership and is Director Emeritus of Downtown Cleveland Alliance. Tom is a past trustee of the Greater Cleveland Growth Association and co-chaired the Stakeholders Committee of the Euclid Corridor Improvement Project. He is a Trustee of Cleveland State University. He is also a Trustee of United Way Services and received its 2010 Volunteer of the Year Award. He is a Trustee of University Hospitals and a Life Director of the Diversity Center, which presented him with its Humanitarian Award in 2013. He is a Director of Global Cleveland.

At the Jewish Federation, he is currently Trustee Emeritus and in 2014 received its Charles Eisenman Award. He is also a Life Trustee of the Cleveland Chapter of the American Jewish Committee (AJC). He serves as Chairman of the Joann and Thomas Adler Family Foundation. Tom and his wife, Joanie, have been married for 54 years and have three adult children.

Beth W. Brandon | A returning Mt. Sinai Director, Beth served as chair of the Grants Committee and vice-chair of the Board, as well as strategic planning chair. She is an officer of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland, Vice Chair of the Campaign for Jewish Needs and past chair of Women’s Philanthropy. Beth served as Board chair of Recovery Resources and Ohio Jewish Communities, and currently is on the Board and executive committee of Bellefaire JCB/Wangspan. She is married to Bob Brandon. The couple has three adult children.

Beth D. Rosenberg | Beth is a management and strategic planning consultant and retired KeyBank executive, where she served in multiple positions, including president of Key Educational Resources. Beth is currently Board chair of both Youth Opportunities Unlimited and the Jewish Education Center of Cleveland. She is vice-president of Menorah Park and a past vice-president of B’nai Jeshurun Congregation. Beth previously served as Board Chair of Gross Schechter Day School, Kent State University Hillel, and as vice-chair of the Board of the Jewish Federation. She is married to Frank Rosenberg, MD. The couple lives in Pepper Pike and are the parents of three adult children.

Scott M. Simon | Scott is president of North Pointe Realty, a commercial real estate development, construction and management firm, co-founder of thrive, a “happiness incubator,” and founder of Scare Your Soul, a global courage challenge. Scott earned a BA from Skidmore College, MNO (Master of Non-profit Organizations) from Case Western Reserve University, Certificate in Real Estate Development and Finance from Cleveland State University, and engaged in continuing education in real estate at Harvard University.

Scott is immediate past Board chair of Shoes and Clothes for Kids, former vice president of the Agnon (now Mandel) School, trustee of the Jewish Federation, Bellefaire, Cleveland Hillel Foundation, participant in the two-year Weinberg Heritage Leadership program, and former Trustee of Cleveland Bridge Builders. Scott is the recipient of the Bennett and Donna Yanowitz Leadership Award of the Jewish Federation, the Morris Sayre Volunteer of the Year Award from Shoes and Clothes for Kids, and was named one of Crain’s Cleveland Business’s “40 under 40.” He has a son and a daughter, Noah (16), and Tealah (14).
The Saltzman Award has become one of the most prestigious honors in Cleveland. All of the past winners have contributed greatly to making Cleveland a center of medical and/or public health excellence.

Terry Allan is a dedicated public servant and an indispensable advocate for the health of both our local and national communities. His local work over the years around emergency preparedness and response, tobacco control and lead poisoning prevention has been transformative. In addition, he was instrumental in developing a comprehensive report that identifies and addresses significant health priorities in Cuyahoga County. The plan now serves as a roadmap to address the most important factors that impact health in Urban America.

Commissioner Allan began his tenure with the Cuyahoga County Board of Health (CCBH) as an intern and went on to lead various units, becoming Commissioner in 2004. In this role, he has local public health authority for 855,000 citizens in 57 Greater Cleveland communities. Terry received his Bachelor of Science degree in Biology from Bowling Green State University and a Master of Public Health from the University of Hawaii.

Terry is an adjunct faculty member at Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine and has served on a range of advisory boards and steering committees in Cuyahoga County. He joined the Saint Luke’s Foundation Board of Trustees in 2017.

Mr. Allan has worked to improve the lives of those in Cuyahoga County for over 28 years. As the CCBH Commissioner, Terry has program and administrative expertise in Environmental Health, Epidemiology and Surveillance, and Community Health. Terry has also collaborated on several joint public health investigations involving the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, (CDC).

Terry is at the forefront of communitywide initiatives to improve public health. He is the driving force behind HIP-C, the Health Improvement Partnership – Cuyahoga, which fosters collaboration among more than 100 community organizations to improve the county’s health.

From the beginning and partially as a result of Terry’s leadership the focus of this partnership has been addressing issues at the root of poor health and engaging the community, with an emphasis on those suffering most from health disparities. In June 2016, HIP-Cuyahoga released its first-ever Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP) for Cuyahoga County. This comprehensive report identifies and addresses significant health priorities and serves as a roadmap to addressing the most important factors that affect health in our county.

Another one of Terry’s exciting contributions to Northeast Ohio’s health is earning a CDC Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health (REACH) grant. Administered through the CCBH, the grant supports healthy eating and active living in underrepresented populations. The $3 million REACH grant is also a prime example of Terry’s ability to foster collaboration. To implement its plans in the most effective way possible, he has created active partnerships with approximately 20 key players in local health, all of which have endorsed Terry’s vision. This network of partners will continue to impact local health, and it is entirely the result of Terry’s cooperative drive.

That level of commitment and effort apply to Terry’s work on the national stage as well. He has advised both the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development as well as the CDC’s National Public Health Leadership Institute. Among many prestigious postings, he has served as president of the National Association of City and County Health Officials and member of the Institute of Medicine’s Roundtable on Population Health Improvement and a member of the State, Territorial, Local and Tribal Advisory (STLT) Subcommittee to the CDC Director. Recently, Terry was appointed to the National Advisory Committee for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Culture of Health Leaders Program. Because of his expertise in the field, Terry has now testified at three Federal Congressional Committee hearings on public health issues.

In everything he does, Terry fights for the local community and a world in which disparities are reduced and bold strategies are implemented to improve health. The Cleveland community owes many of its health improvements to his influence.

(Left to Right) 2017 Maurice Saltzman Award Recipient Terry Allan, MPH, with Director Tom Abelson, MD, chair, Maurice Saltzman Award Selection Committee

2017 Saltzman Award Selection Committee
Foundation Directors Richard Bogomolny and Fred Rothstein, MD; Foundation Board Chair Susan Ratner; Foundation President Mitchell Balk; Nathan Berger, MD, former Dean of the Case School of Medicine (2013 Saltzman recipient); and Pamela Davis, MD, PhD, Dean of the Case School of Medicine (1998 Saltzman recipient)

Past Saltzman Award Recipients
The Mt. Sinai Annual Meeting featured a presentation on proposed changes to the Affordable Care Act by Center on Budget and Policy Priorities founder and President Robert Greenstein.

Mr. Greenstein was also the featured speaker at a June 16, 2017, City Club Form sponsored by the Mt. Sinai and George Gund foundations.
The Hunger Network is Cuyahoga County’s largest emergency hunger relief program, dispensing over 75% of all emergency food, directly into the hands of people experiencing food insecurity. The mission of the Hunger Network is to reduce the incidence of food insecurity locally by providing food and linkages to other vital services by actively participating in the coordinated response to people in need.

Medical professionals and Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) medical students deliver information, screenings, and navigation services to assist clients seeking health care coverage and participation in a medical home. Across the 12 food distribution sites, health care volunteers provide prevention education on topics such as medication management, hypertension, diabetes, cold and flu management, vaccines, cancer, mental health, and smoking cessation. The program is approaching the end of its fifth year after the initial pilot funded by the Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation in 2012. Preliminary research to assess the impact of the program is in its early stages, and results from this evaluation will be used to seek funding from sources interested in health outreach and community-based services.

The vision is for the Stay Well Program to become part of the entire Hunger Network mission that includes serving 56,000 people each month. The clients targeted by the Hunger Network are low-income and primarily non-White; that is, those who have historically experienced inequities in seeking health care and attaining optimal health. The Stay Well Program provides an effective mechanism for meeting people where they are by getting access to screenings, counseling, and prevention education in places where people access food. Stay Well also provides an opportunity to help clients obtain health coverage and seek assistance navigating the complex health care arena.

The Mt. Sinai Foundation initially funded the Stay Well Program pilot in 2012 in four of the Hunger Network’s food pantries: Cory Hunger Center, Garden Valley Hunger Center, Redeemer ICU Crisis Center, and the University Settlement Hunger Center. In 2013, the Foundation continued its funding for two years and expanded program reach to include seven additional sites, including Harvard Community Services Center, Faith Baptist Church, Calvary Lutheran Hunger Center, True Vine Baptist Hot Meal, Changing Lives Hot Meal, Morning Star Baptist Hot Meal, and Euclid Hunger Task Force. The Foundation continued its support with another two-year grant of $167,712 in 2015.

The Hunger Network is Cuyahoga County’s largest emergency hunger relief program, dispensing over 75% of all emergency food, directly into the hands of people experiencing food insecurity. The mission of the Hunger Network is to reduce the incidence of food insecurity locally by providing food and linkages to other vital services by actively participating in the coordinated response to people in need.

With the aid of 1,100 volunteers, 56,000 people per month (including 25,000 children) receive nutritious food from one of 100 pantries or hot meal programs.

In 2016, the Stay Well Program facilitated more than 100 events, engaged more than 140 volunteers, and served over 800 clients. More than 4,000 services were offered, including blood pressure screenings (1106), blood glucose screenings (966), BMI screenings (929), body fat percentage screenings (703), cholesterol panels (369), and medical navigation including Medicaid enrollment and health care referrals (114). Clients continue to be curious about health care topics and are open to finding out more about health-related issues in settings like food pantries in which they feel a level of trust and understanding with service providers.

Partnering with UH’s Department of Family Medicine and Community Health, the Hunger Network project coordinator develops programs while residents from UH are able to serve patients at Stay Well events. The program has also engaged fourth-year pharmacy students from Ohio Northern University, who provide a wide range of health screenings and other services under the supervision of Dr. Daryl Hulisz, PharmD, from UH. Medical students from CWRU also take part by providing one-on-one nutrition counseling and motivational interviewing to participants as they wait in line for other services. In 2017, students from the Physician Assistant Program at CWRU also began taking part in the programming, augmenting the services provided by medical residents and pharmacy students. Health navigators from Carmella Rose Health Foundation provide assistance by enrolling clients in health insurance and helping them access other health care services.

The Stay Well Program provides an opportunity for people who are low-income and who are part of groups that have been historically marginalized to glean important health-related information to make positive changes in their lives. Moreover, the collaboration with University Hospitals and health professionals from Case and Ohio Northern provides important venues for training to meet the needs of the urban community. The use of a health navigator solidifies the value of Stay Well by linking clients who frequently lack access to health care and medical homes.

As part of its June 2017 grant cycle, the Foundation approved $135,000 over two years to continue the highly successful health promotion and disease prevention program in the urban community.

**Hunger Network Stay Well clinical screenings underway**
FOUNDATION NEWS

(Continued from Page 6)

Foundation Director Reneé Chelm was honored by the American Jewish Committee on June 28, 2017.

* Foundation Life Director and former Board Chair Victor Gelb received the Sam Miller Goodness Award from Project Love on June 30, 2017.

* Foundation Director Michael Goldberg, assistant professor of design and innovation at the Case Western Reserve University Weatherhead School of Management, was named to the 2017 CNBC Disruptor 50 Advisory Council. He was one of 39 individuals selected to serve on the council. The council, which is in its fifth year, determines a list of 50 private companies, representing a range of industries, whose innovations are changing the world.

* Program Officer Daniel Cohn served on a panel on Thriving Through Disruption: Emerging Pathways in Philanthropy, at the 2017 Grantmakers In Health National Educational Conference in Boston, June 22-25, 2017. Cohn also was elected vice chair, Lakewood Foundation Planning Task Force. The Lakewood Wellness Foundation is a forthcoming health care conversion foundation resulting from the closure of Lakewood Hospital.

* Foundation President Mitchell Balk served on the 2017 Cleveland Heritage Medal Selection Committee and on the 2017 Grantmakers In Health Terrance Keenan Award Selection Committee.

* The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation was recognized at the Grantmakers In Health 2017 National Educational Conference in Boston for its policy work in Ohio Medicaid Expansion and Health Reform Implementation.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Foundation Director Reneé Chelm was honored by the American Jewish Committee on June 28, 2017.

* Foundation Life Director and former Board Chair Victor Gelb received the Sam Miller Goodness Award from Project Love on June 30, 2017.

* Foundation Director Michael Goldberg, assistant professor of design and innovation at the Case Western Reserve University Weatherhead School of Management, was named to the 2017 CNBC Disruptor 50 Advisory Council. He was one of 39 individuals selected to serve on the council. The council, which is in its fifth year, determines a list of 50 private companies, representing a range of industries, whose innovations are changing the world.

* Program Officer Daniel Cohn served on a panel on Thriving Through Disruption: Emerging Pathways in Philanthropy, at the 2017 Grantmakers In Health National Educational Conference in Boston, June 22-25, 2017. Cohn also was elected vice chair, Lakewood Foundation Planning Task Force. The Lakewood Wellness Foundation is a forthcoming health care conversion foundation resulting from the closure of Lakewood Hospital.

* Foundation President Mitchell Balk served on the 2017 Cleveland Heritage Medal Selection Committee and on the 2017 Grantmakers In Health Terrance Keenan Award Selection Committee.

* The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation was recognized at the Grantmakers In Health 2017 National Educational Conference in Boston for its policy work in Ohio Medicaid Expansion and Health Reform Implementation.
RECENT GRANT AWARDS

MARCH AND JUNE 2017 GRANT AWARDS

ACADEMIC MEDICINE/BIOSCIENCE

Case Western Reserve University
$10,000 for “Preventing Breast Cancer from Developing” Study

Case Western Reserve University
$10,000 for the 2017 Sidney H. Sachs, MD, Cancer Faculty Retreat Programs

Case Western Reserve University
$20,000 for Case Western Reserve University and Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein (HIAE) São Paulo, Brazil, Three-Day Partnership Symposium (March 29-31, 2017)

HEALTH OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY

Agudath Israel Midwest (fiscal agent)
$45,049 for Gesher: Expanding Health Care and Safety Net Services

Atideinu
$60,000 over three years for Building Strong Jewish Kids and Bright Jewish Futures Behavioral Health Program

Bikur Cholim of Cleveland
$150,000 for Hospital Hospitality Room Program

Cleveland Hillel Foundation
$12,500 for the Summer Internship Program: Health and Human Services

Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage
$36,000 for Beyond Chicken Soup: Jews & Medicine Exhibit

HEALTH POLICY

The Jewish Federations of North America (JFNA)
Up to $300,000 over two years for Expanding the JFNA Strategic Health Resource Center, Washington, DC

Magnolia Clubhouse
Up to $200,000 for Transition to Sustainable Medicaid Funding

NARAL Pro-Choice Ohio Foundation
$15,000 for Stakeholder Mapping for State-Level Policy Efforts

UHCAN Ohio (Universal Health Care Access Network)
$10,000 for Safeguarding the Affordable Care Act

HEALTH OF THE URBAN COMMUNITY

Case Western Reserve University
$10,000 for Youth Risk Behavior Survey

Circle Health Services (formerly Free Medical Clinic)
$10,000 for Name Change Rebranding Effort

Cuyahoga County Board of Health
$293,323 over three years for Early Ages, Healthy Stages and Ohio Healthy Program Expansion and Innovation in Child Care Settings

EDWINS Leadership & Restaurant Institute
$20,000 for Case Management and Behavioral Health Support for EDWINS Participants

HandsOn Northeast Ohio
$7,500 for 2017 Homeless Stand Down

Harvard Community Services Center
$47,456 for Healthy Eating and Active Living Programming

Hunger Network of Greater Cleveland
Up to $135,000 over two years for The Stay Well Program: Evaluation, Improvement, and Expansion

Jennings Center for Older Adults
$29,310 for Advancing Nursing Home Standards in Memory Care

Milestones Autism Resources
$10,000 for the 15th Annual Autism Spectrum Disorders Conference and Anniversary Event (June 14-16, 2017)

MobileMed 1 Inc. (dba MedWorks)
$250,000 over two years for Expanding Services to Deliver Unconditional Care to Patients in Need

NAMI Greater Cleveland
$20,000 for Emotional Wellness Workshops in the Hough and University Circle Neighborhoods

Neighborhood Family Practice
$35,000 for Behavioral Health Services Expansion

The Ohio State University Foundation
Up to $81,500 for Cleveland-Cuyahoga County Produce Perks and Produce Prescription Programs at the Cleveland Farmers Markets and the Community Food Guide

Planned Parenthood of Greater Ohio
Up to $75,000 to Build Capacity for Prevention Education and Health Programs

Veggie U
$18,000 for Program and Evaluation Supplemental Support

The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation seeks to assist Greater Cleveland’s organizations and leaders to improve the health and well-being of the Jewish and general communities now and for generations to come.
The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation expresses its sincere appreciation to its friends and supporters for their many generous contributions. In addition to honoring or remembering loved ones, gifts to the various funds help to improve the health status of the Greater Cleveland community through the Foundation’s grantmaking.

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN FEBRUARY 1, 2017, AND JUNE 30, 2017

CONTRIBUTIONS

Marjorie & Jerome M. Besuner Cancer Fund
In Honor of Dr. Francisco Elmudesi, Abhy Dawe and Michael Elmudesi, Margaret McKenzie, MD
In Memory of Elizabeth Ervin, Eleanor Goglick
Marsha J. Besuner Klausner

Edgar and Roslyn Freedman Medical Teaching Fund
In Honor of Marjorie Saunders
Mrs. & Mr. Edgar Freedman

Dr. M.D. Friedman Neuro-Psychiatric Bookshelf Fund
In Memory of Morton G. Epstein
Susan Klarreich

The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation General Fund
In Memory of Ernest Benchell
Geraldine and Bernard Abraham
In Memory of Morton G. Epstein
Nan Cohen and Daniel Abrams
Drs. Carol and Scott Burg
Dr. and Mrs. Michael W. Devereaux
Rina and Samuel Frankel
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Goodman
Ben Danis and Doug Katzenmeyer
Phyllis G. Kozokoff
Karen and Alan Krase
Julie and Peter Raskind
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Reitman
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Scherzer
Shelley Roth and Bruce Schwartz
Raj Singh
Bud Slessinger
Marjorie R. Stern
Janet and Will Sukenik

FOUNDATIONS & TRUSTS

The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation is pleased to acknowledge that the following philanthropic distribution was recently received.

* Dr. Hans J. and Betty Rubin Trust

For further information, contact the Foundation office at 216-421-5500 or visit the Foundation’s website at www.MtSinaiFoundation.org.
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AN EVENING HONORING THE MT. SINAI HEALTH CARE FOUNDATION AND MITCHELL BALK AT EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN

A program to benefit transportation services for older adults. Enjoy dinner, drinks and live music.
Event Chair: Lois K. Goodman | Honorary Chairs: Hon. Armond Budish, Beth E. Mooney, Albert B. Ratner and Barbara R. Snyder
Honorary Co-Chairs: Leslie D. Dunn, Victor Gelb, S. Lee Kohrman, Keith Libman, Susan Ratner and Robert S. Reitman

FOR EVENT and SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION please EMAIL cciha@ridestc.org or CALL 216-265-3008.